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ABSTRACT

When Julius Caesar landed in Britain over two thousand years ago, the English
Language did not exist (McRum et al, 1992). At present, the contrast is remarkably
extraordinary. This language is used by at least 750 million people, and half of those
speak it as a mother tongue. On top of that, English is claimed to be the richest in
vocabulary. The Oxford English Dictionary lists about 500,000 words, and a further
half-million technical and scientific terms remain uncatalogued. However, the
development process of the language has not happened in a vacuum. This paper
examines the processes of creating new words in the English vocabulary.

INTRODUCTION

English has the largest vocabulary among other languages in the world, and due to the
mobility of people the vocabulary keeps on expanding. Often, new words are created
to suit and cater for the needs of people. However, some of the words created are not
totally new words. As put forward by Bloomfield (1933), "Language, like other
important patterns of human behaviour, slowly but constantly evolves from older
forms to newer ones". From the etymological point of view, some words did exist
before the new forms take place and become popular.

According to The Merriam-Webster New Book of Word Histories, word creation can
be traced back to the conquest and the settlement of Britain by the Germanic Tribes in
the 5th Century. Words were created for survival of these tribes. The words were a
compromise between their own language and the 'new' language. In addition, words
were created for economical reasons. For example, instead of saying Harald. the son
of Erik, it was shortened and simplified into Harald Erikson. Thus, surnames like
Jackson, and Johnson were coined.

The Modem English era, or the renaissance has added something like ten thousand to
twelve thousand new words to the English lexicon. This is due to the scientific
revolution of which new discoveries and new invention needing new description. In
addition, the adaptation to the culture of people that the English became acquainted
with has resulted in the creation of new vocabulary. The following table well
illustrates this point:

ORIGINS FIELD EXAMPLES
French Bureaucracy ~overnment

Spanish Conflicts desperado
Italian Architecture cupola

Low German Seafaring smu~~le
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THE PROCESS OF CREATING THE NEW VOCABULARY

A study of new words creation of a period of fifty years, 1941 - 1991 (Algeo, 1991)
finds that there are several significant processes of word making:

TYPE %
Compounding 40

Affixation 28
Shifting 17

Shortening 8
Blending 5

Borrowing 2
Creating <.5

Compounding

Most words from the English word stock have been made through the process of
combining words. One of the processes in combining is called compounding, in which
two or more words are put together to form a new word with a meaning in some way
different from the meaning of the individual words uncombined. For example, a
blackboard is not the same thing as a black board. There are three ways of how
compound words are spelled: solid (hatchback), hyphenated (laid-back) and open
(call back).

This process of word creation has been common from earliest times. For example, in
the old English, the following words were formed:

Words Meaning
bliaheort Blithe heart

eaxlgestella Shoulder companion (comrade)
breostnet Breast-net

learnungchict Learning retainer (knight)
fullyfyllan To fulfil

Some common examples of the Modem English compound words are:

Words Meaning
Bungee jumping The sport of jumping from a height with elastic cords

around the feet to break the fall.
Hot-button issue A political issue with strong emotional implications
Sandwich Person responsible for the care of both children and
generation parents.
Peace dividend Budgetary savings from reduced military spending.
Material girl A young woman concerned primarily with material

benefits.
Win-win situation Advantageous to both sides in a negotiation.
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There are some confusions, however, as far as the writing and spelling of the
compound words are concerned. There has been inconsistency of using the solid,
hyphenated, and open ways of spelling. What makes it even complicated is, the
meaning may well be different. The following illustrates this:

Hotbed
Hot bed

Highbrow
High brow

Blackball
Black ball

Greenhouse
Greenhouse

Makeup
Make up

Headhunter
Head hunter -

Loudspeaker 
Loud speaker -

place that encourages rapid growth
warm sleeping place

intellectual
result of receding hair

vote against
ball coloured black

heated structure for growing plants
house painted green

cosmetics
reconcile

savage
leader on a safari

sound amplifier
noisy talker

Some compound words are not suspected compound words at all. This is called as
amalgamated compound. The followings are examples of some amalgamated
compound words from the Old English which are still commonly used in the present:

As
Garlic
Hussy
Lord
Marshall
Nostril
Sheriff

al (all) + swa (so)
gar (spear) + leac (leek)
hus (house) + wif(woman)
half (loaf) + weard (guardian)
meam (house) + scealc (servant)
nosu (nose) + pyrel (hole)
scire (shire) + refa (reeve)

Some amalgamated compounds are proper names, such as place names and surnames.
For example, Boston (Botulfs stone), Sussex (south plus Seaxe [Saxons)), Norwich
(North plus wic [village)), and Bewley (beau [beautiful] plus lieu [place)).

Affixation

Another process of combining words is through affixation, that is, the use of prefixes
and suffixes. These prefixes and suffixes, originated from the Old English have
survived until today.

a. From Old English
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b. Commonization

Quite a large number of words in the English vocabulary are created from proper
names through the process of communization, which is also a kind of functional shift
in its sense. The most common example is the word boycott which was derived from
the name of Captain Charles Cunningham Boycott (1832-97), who "because as a land
agent, refused to accept rents at figures fixed by tenants, was the best-known victim of
the policy of ostracization of the Irish Land League agitators" (in Pyles and Algeo,
1993 : 280).

Similiarly, sandwich comes into the word stock from the fourth Earl of Sandwich
(1718-92), "who was said to have spent twenty -hours at the gaming table with no
other refreshment than slices of meat between slices of bread" (in Pyles and Algeo,
1993 : 282). Pantaloon, an old-fashioned name for trousers, is from Italian
pantalone, the name of a silly senile Italian comedy who wore such clothing. Some
other common words in this category are bougainvillea, camellia, chauvinism,
nicotine, volcano, Don Juan, odyssey, panic and a myriad of others.

Shortening

a. Clipped Forms

Clipped forms are the shortening of the longer words, and of course have rapidly
gained popularity and preference in use due to the economical reason. Some examples
of the words being superseded:

Other abbreviated forms that are commonly used are phone (telephone), zoo
(zoological garden), flu (influenza), ad / advert (advertisement), car (motorcar), bio
(biography, fax (facsimile), high tech (high technology), rehab (rehabilitation) and
heli (helicopter)

Word Meaning Clipped Form
Mobile vulgus Movable, or fickle, common Mob
Omnibus people Bus
Taximeter cabriolet Motor vehicle for paymg Taxi / Cab
Brassiere passengers Bra

Motor vehicle for paying
passengers
A shoulder strap

b. Initialisms

This is an extreme kind of clipping, in which only the initial letters of the words are
pronounced or used. This is called alphabetisms. Examples of such words are KO,
YMCA, ASAP, BMW, OK and VIP.
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c. Aphetic Forms

This kind of shortening involves sound change. It consists of only the syllables that
carry the main stress, the unstressed ones being omitted. For example, 'scuse me
(excuse me) and 'cause (because).

Blending words

This process of blending two existing words to create a new word can be traced back
to the earliest time. For example, flush (flash plus gush [1548]), twirl (twist plus whirl
[1598]), dumbfound (dumb plus confound [1653]) and flurry (flutter plus hurry
[1698]).

Lewis Carroll's blend words, which he called portmanteau words, have found their
way into the dictionary. Two of his popular creations are chortle (chuckle plus snort),
and galumph (gallop plus triumph).

Some contemporary blend words that are widely used are smog (smoke plus fog),
motel (motor plus hotel), camporee (camp plus jamboree) and brunch (breakfast plus
lunch).

Creating

a. Root Creations

"It is unlikely that very many words have come into being during the historical period
that have not been suggested in one way or another by previously existing words"
(Pyles and Algeo, 1993 : 258). There is a small percentage of words created without
any association with any existing words. One example is the word Kodak, invented by
George Eastman in 1888, who claimed that the word was "a purely arbitrary
combination of letters, not derived in whole or in part from any existing words" (in
Pyles and Algeo, 1993 : 258). However, a further examination of this word reveals
that this word may not be etymologyless after all. According to Eastman's biographer,
there was a very slight association with his use of the letter k, as his mother's family
name began with that letter.

Similarly, the word nylon, which is claimed as etymologyless may .not be one.
According to Context, a Du Pont company publication, there were many stages
involved before the word nylon was coined. When the material was first developed, it
was given the name polyhexamethyleneadipamide. However, this was not catchy
enough a name that the company came up with duprooh, an acronym for "Du Pont
pulls rabbit out of hat". Then, it was settled as no-run, an English expression for
stockings that had no run, until it was pointed out that the stockings were made of the
material which was not really run-proof. Thus, the spelling of that word was reversed
into nuron, but it sounded like a nerve system. Hence, it was later modified into nilon.
In order to prevent pronunciation like nil/on, the company thus changed the spelling,
hence, the word nylon is produced.
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CONCLUSION

It is important to know the processes of word creation as it can contribute better
understanding of the evolution of the English Language, especially we now have the
English vocabulary being localized.

Foreign English Examples
Japlish Manshon (mansion)
(Japan) Aisu-kurimu (ice-cream)

Esukareta (escalator)

Manglish Farmasi (pharmacy)
(Malaysian) Member (as in friend)

Video (video)

Swinglish Baj baj (bye bye)
(Sweden) Tajtjeans (tight jeans)

Ecuador Travoltarse (swinger - from John
Travolta)
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